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One vertex of a graph has a message which it wishes to disseminate to all the other vertices in 
a graph. At each discrete time unit, a vertex can transmit a message to one of its neighbors. How 
long does it take for the message to be broadcast to all other vertices? We show that for sparse 
random graphs, near-optimal broadcast can be expected and for slightly denser graphs, true op- 
timal broadcast occurs. 
1. Introduction 
We consider (finite, simple) graphs as models for communication etworks. A 
given node (vertex) of a network (graph) has a message it wishes to transmit o all 
other nodes in the network. Each node is capable of transmitting amessage to exact- 
ly one of its neighbors during any given time period. Thus during the first time 
period, the original vertex transmits the message to one of its neighbors. During the 
second time period, each of these nodes transmits the message to a neighbor. (We 
hope that the two vertices do not simply tell each other the message again nor do 
they both tell a common neighbor. If all goes well, now 4 nodes have received the 
message.) This process continues until all nodes in the network have received the 
message (see [4]). 
In [4] the following parameter is defined: Let b,(G) denote the minimum time 
necessary for a broadcast in G, beginning at u, to reach all vertices in G. Finally, 
define the broadcast number of G as b(G)=max b,(G) where the maximum is 
taken over all vertices in G. 
(More formally, for a graph G and a vertex u E Y = V(G) a broadcast from u in 
G is a sequence d=((u)=AnCAt C---CA,= V) such that there is a matching 
from Ai into Aj+, - Aj which saturates Ai+ 1 - Ai. The number s is called the time 
of the broadcast &, which one can denote by r(d). Thus b,(G) = min 7(d) where 
the minimum is taken over all broadcasts d from u. Finally, put b(G) = max b,(G).) 
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For example, if G=P,, a path on n vertices, then b,(G) = tn for a central 
vertex, while b,(G) = n - 1 for one of the two end vertices. Ciearly this latter value 
is the maximum possible, so b(P,,) = n - 1. 
The best possible results are naturally achieved in a complete graph K,. Here, at 
each stage the number of vertices which have received the message doubles in each 
time unit. Hence b(K,) = rig nl where “lg” denotes the base-2 logarithm. Since 
faster broadcast in this model is impossible, we call a graph G on n vertices in which 
b(G) = rig nl broadcast optimal. 
We consider the question posed by Weber [6]: What IS the broadcast number’ of 
a random graph? The model of random graphs is the well-established model of 
Erdiis and RCnyi (see [2,3]). In this model the vertex set of the graph is fixed and 
consists of the integers (1,2, . . . , n}. Each pair of vertices is joined by an edge with 
probability p or left unjoined with probability 1 -I). (Often p depends on n.) A pro- 
perty is said to hold for almost all graphs if the limit of the probability that a ran- 
dom graph has the property is, 1. 
Our principal results are: 
(1) For small values of p, almost all graphs are “near optimal”. This means that 
for almost all graphs b(G) - Ig n, that is, there is a function f(n) with lim f(n)/lg n = 0 
so that 
Pr[b(G) - lg n I f(n)] --, 1 as n --, 00. 
(2) For slightly larger values of p (but still in fairly sparse graphs) true optimal 
broadcast can be expected. 
Matchings play a central role in the study of broadcasting in graphs. Given a 
subset of vertices Xof a graph G, recall that a matching of Xinto V-Xis a collec- 
tion of edges M, no two of which have a common end point and each of which has 
one end in X and one end in Y-X. A maximum matching is one of maximum car- 
dinality. A vertex is matched by M if it is the end point of some edge in M; otherwise 
it is unmatched. 
For a vertex u in a graph G, denote by N(u) its neighborbood: the set of all ver- 
tices adjacent o u. 
A central result concerning matchings is the following extension to Hall’s 
Theorem (see [S]): 
Theorem 1. Let G be a bipartite graph with V = X U Y a partition of its vertices into 
two independent sets. The number of unmatched X vertices in a maximum matching 
(of X into Y) in G equals 
I Weber actually considered two definitions of broadcast number. He defined &G)=max,b,(G), 
which is the same as our b(G), and he also defined b(G) = min, b,(G) and asked for their values for ran- 
dom graphs. We consider the first parameter to be more natural. Furthermore, since Q(G) s 6(G), any 
upper bound for 6 is also an upper bound for b. 
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2. Near-optimal broadcast 
Broadcast in a disconnected graph is impossible. We must choose an edge prob- 
ability p sufficiently large to be sure that almost all graphs are connected. This well- 
known threshold for connectivity (see [l-3]) is p = log n/n. We begin our investiga- 
tion at a slightly larger value of p. 
Denote by o, any function of n which tends to infinity as n -+ 00. In this section 
we consider random graphs whose edge probability is 
Co, logn 
P= n * 
Let q=l-p. 
For a (random) graph G and a (given) subset X of V= V(G), let Fx denote the 
event that a maximum matching of X into V-X has at least 2 1x1 /w, unmatched 
vertices. Thus when Fx does not hold, very few vertices of X are left unmatched. 
(Note that X denotes a fixed subset of the vertices. The event Fx formally is the set 
of graphs for which the above condition holds.) 
Proposition 2. Ffx an integer x with 2 5x1 tn. For n sufficiently large, the prob- 
ability that for some X (with 1x1 =x) the event Fx holds is at most l/n. That is, 
Pr(3X Fx) = Pr 
[&Fx] 4 
where the 3 quantifies over those X with 1x1 =x. 
Proof. For XC V and A C X we define an indicator random variable Zx,, to be 
1 whenever IA I > IN(A) -XI and 0 otherwise. We assert hat 
JWk, A ) 5 
n-x ( > n-x a-l q o(n-x-u+ 1)I ( > o(n-x-a) a-l 4 9 
where a= IA I and x= 1x1 S+n. This holds because there are (,“I;> ways of choos- 
ing a set B c I/ -X of size a - 1 in which N(A) -X is to lie, and (given B) there can 
be no edges between any vertex in A and any vertex in V-A -B. Note that 
zx*,=o. 
Case 1. 2cx~nAoglogn. Put ao= r2x/o,l. Let 
z= c i$ zX,A- 
x:1X1=x AcX:IAlruo 
We assert that 3X Fx = Z>O (where we quantify over X with [XI =x): If for 
some X we had Fx, then by Theorem 1 there would exist an A C X for which 
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IA I- IN(A) -XI = a,>0 and the corresponding Zx,, would be 1. Hence we 
compute: 
Pr{ 3X F,) 5 Pr(Z > 0) 5 E(Z) 
- d(xnq” - yg. 
Taking logarithms, 
logPr(3XFx) ~xlogn+aologx+aologn+ao(n-2x)logq 
- -xlogn. 
Thus Pr{ 3X F,} I nWx< l/n, completing Case 1. 
Case 2. n/loglognrxl$. For X a subset of the vertices of G, let Fi denote 
the event that a maximum matching of X into V-X has at least 4n/o,logn un- 
matched X vertices. Since 
2 2 n 4n -_X)--. >- 
wn 0, loglogn o,logn 
we have Fx * Fi. It is therefore nough for us to show Pr{ 3X Fi) I l/n. It is also 
sufficient for us to do this where the quantification is over those X with 1x1 =+n, 
since if 1x1 <Qn, we could “pad” X with additional vertices. (Note that in this 
case the number of unmatched vertices does not depend on [Xl.) 
Now put al = r4n/w,lognl and let 
Z’= c c zX,A. 
X:IXj=n/Z AcX:a,sIA[~n/2-o, 
One computes 
Pr(Z’>O) rE(Z’) 
n/2-al 
52” 
+n 2 
I:( > q a(d2 - a) (1=l7, a 
Hence, 
_ 2” + l(+n qn/4)ai. 
log Pr{Z’ > O> 5 (n + 1)log 2 + al log(+n) + $a, n log q 
< -0.3n 
and therefore Pr{Z’> O> se-0.3n c l/n. 
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We now claim: Z’= 0 * 3X Fi 3 3X Fx. The second implication is immediate; 
we now consider the first. Suppose Z’=O and for some X (with IX 1 =+n) Fi. By 
Theorem 1, there is an A CX such that 
IAl - Izv(A)--XI 201. (1) 
In particular, IA I z-q. Since Z’= 0 it must be the case that IA ] >+n -a,. Now let 
Y= v-x, 
B=zv(A)-X, 
c= Y-N(A), 
D =X-A. 
Notice that there are no A-C edges and that N(C)- Y=N(C) ~XC D. Further- 
more, /Cl =+n- IN(A)-XI and hence, 
IAl - IBI = IAl + ICI --tn. 
Consider the cardinality of C. There are three possibilities: It may be less than al, 
greater than +n - CI~ or between these two values. We consider each possibility: 
(1) If ICI <at, then IAl - IN(A)-XI =(IAI -+n)+ ICI zs ICI <al which con- 
tradicts inequality (1). 
(2) If ICI >+~-a~, then IBI cat. Choose any A’cA with ]A’[ = r+nj. Notice 
that IA’1 >a1 > IN(A)-XI 1 IN(A’)-XI hence Zx,*,= 1 contradicting Z’=O. 
(3) If atI ICI 5+n-a , , then ICI ral > IN(C) - Y I and therefore Z,c= 1 con- 
tradicting Z’= 0. 
Reaching a contradiction in each case, we conclude that Z’= 0 3 3X Fx. 
The proposition is now proved, since Pr(3X F,) rPr(Z’ > 0) I l/n. El 
Theorem 3. In almost all random graphs (with p = o,, log n/n), b(G) -log n. 
Proof. Denote by ki the number of vertices which have received the message by 
time period i starting with k,= 1. Suppose kiS+n. Choose a maximum matching 
from the set of vertices which have received the message to the set of vertices which 
have not received the message. It follows that ki+l equals 2ki minus the number of 
unmatched vertices in the set of vertices which have already received the message. 
Hence, by Proposition 2, 
ki+l ~2 
( ) 
lmf ki, 
0” 
whenever kiS+n. The above inequality fails with probability less than l/n. It 
follows that 
kiZ [2(‘-&)li 
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fails with probability less than i/n. Thus, after at most 
r M-tn) l+lg(l- l/w,) 1 +l-lgn 
time periods, more than half the vertices have received the message. 
Now we match the “have nots” into the “haves”: In each successive time period 
we match the set of vertices which have not received the message into the set of ver- 
tices which have. By Proposition 2, the number of vertices which have not received 
the message is cut by a factor of -$cun in each time period. Thus after a mere 
M+ n) 
i 1 - lg(+%l) + 1 = o(lg n) 
additional time periods, we have broadcast the message to all vertices. We have ap- 
pealed to Proposition 2 [ 1 + o( l)]lg n times, so the probability this analysis does not 
apply is less than [l + o(l)]lg n/n + 0. Cl 
3. Optimal broadcast 
When p is slightly larger, we can show that true optimal broadcast occurs in 
almost all graphs. As before we let q = 1 -p and we also let d = l/q. 
The following lemma will be used repeatedly in the proof of Theorem 6. 
Lemma 4. Let G = (X U YE) be a random bipartite graph with IX 1 =x, 1 Y I= 
x + rs n and the edges between X and Y appear with probability p. If rl m(n) = 
3(iog n + log log n)Aog d, then for n sufficient/y large the probability that Fhere is 
no matching from X into Y which saturates X is less than [(log n)2n]-‘. 
Proof. For each A CX define an indicator random variable Z, which is 1 when 
IA I > IN(A)/ and is 0 otherwise. Observe that 
where a= IAl. Let Z= C ACX Z, and note that X matches into Y if and only if 
Z=O. We need only compute now that 
Pr{Z > 0) 5 E(Z) I i a=, (:>(x~r)q~~x+r~u~s~,xu(x+r)uqu~x+r~u~ 
5 i x”(x+ r)“q” - x(x+ r)qc < 
1 
cl 
a=1 n(log n)2 ’ 
Lemma 5. Let G=(X U Y, E) be a random bipartite graph and let K, E, 6 be 
positive constlmts. If the probability there is an edge from an X vertex to a Y vertex 
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is p = K(log r~)~/n and 6n 5 IX 1 I i Y 1 s&n, then the probabiZity there is no X-Y 
matching which saturates X is 0(1/n). 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4. 
Theorem 6. Let K > Wlog 2 be a constant. If the edge probability p = K(log n)2/n, 
then for almost all graphs on n vertices, b(G) = rig nl. 
Remark. If we only take K> 8Aog 2 we can also show, by the methods of the proof 
below, that b(G) = rig n1. 
Proof of Theorem 6. The proof is based on a specific broadcast algorithm. Initial- 
ly, we assume that the broadcast begins at vertex 1 and that the number of vertices 
in the graph is a power of 2, that is, n = 2’. We show how to lift these restrictions 
at the end of the proof. 
We begin by partitioning the vertex set V as follows. Let m(n) be defined as in 
Lemma 4. Put 
vo = (11, 
V, = {53,...,2+m(n)), 
V, = (2+m(n)+1,...,4+2m(n)), 
: 
V, = {2k-1+(k-l)m(n)+l,...,2k+km(n)), 
V,, = {+n+(t-&;n(n)+l,...,+n+(t-l)m(n)}, 
and put V,= V- ufkLrt, V,. Notice that for O<k< t we have 1 V,l =2k-1 + m(n). 
Broadcast Algorithm 
Step 1. Initialize. Let A0 t (1) and B,, + 0. 
Step2. Main hop. For k=l,2, . . . . t-l do: 
(a) 
09 
(cl 
Find a matching between Ak_l and VJ which saturates Ak_l. Each vertex in 
Ak_, transmits the message to the vertex of I$ to which it is matched. 
Let Ak denote the set of vertices which have now received the message. (That 
is Ak consists of all vertices in Ak_l together with those vertices in I$ to 
which they were matched.) 
Let Bk + Bk_ I U ( Vk -A& (Thus Bk represents a backlog of vertices to whom 
we have considered broadcasting, but to whom we have not yet broadcast.) 
Step 3. Set up final broadcast. Find the following matchings: 
(a) Find a matching from B,_, to A,_1 n V,_, which saturates BI_ 1. Denote by 
CCA,_~ the set of vertices to which B,_, is matched. 
(b) Find a perfect matching between A,_ 1 - C and V,. 
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Step 4. Final broadcast. The vertices in C broadcast o their mates in B,_, and 
the vertices in A,_, - C broadcast o their mates in V, . 
It is easy to check that if each time we say “Find a matching,..” we succeed, then 
the algorithm successfully broadcasts the message to all vertices in t = lg n steps. We 
need only compute the probability that we succeed in finding a matching every time 
we want to. For this we make use of Lemma 4. 
During the execution of the main loop, notice that prior to attempting to find a 
matching between Ak_ I and Vk , the algorithm has never considered the edges bet- 
ween vertices in these two sets. Thus the existence (or nonexistence) of those edges 
is independent of edges we may have considered in previous iterations of the main 
loop. Since ) V,l = JAk_,j i m(n), we may invoke Lemma 4 to conclude that the 
probability there is no matching between these sets is less than [(log n)2n]-‘. Since 
this loop is executed (less than) t = lg n times, the probability of failure in Step 2(a) 
is less than O[(n log n)-‘I. 
During the iterations of the main loop, the algorithm has never considered the 
edges between vertices in Bi (with 1 sir t - 1) and Vl_, . Thus the existence (or 
nonexistence) of edges in Step 3(a) is independent of edges considered in previous 
iterations. Since I$_,I =(t-l)m(n)z~Sn= [A,_1 f3 Vt_,[, we can invoke one of the 
lemmas to conclude that the probability there is no matching between these sets is 
less than o( l/n). 
Before Step 3(b), the algorithm has never considered the edges between U:lt 15 
and V,, so the existence of these edges is independent of those considered in 
previous iterations. Since 1 VJ >+n, the probability that there is no perfect mat- 
ching between A,_, - C and V, is o( l/n) by Lemma 5. 
Now consider the case n=2’+s with OCSC~‘. Here, let &+1={2’+1,2f+2,..., 
2’ +s} and extend the algorithm one additional step: 
Step 5. Broadcast to remaining vertices. 
(a) Find a matching from A, to V,, , which saturates I<+, . 
(b) The vertices in A, broadcast o their mates in V,, , . 
The probability that there is no perfect matching from A, to Vr+r is 0(1/n) as in 
Step 3(b) (we may pad F+t to size 2’ if we wish). 
Finally, note that the analysis provided above shows that the probability of op- 
timal broadcasting does not occur from vertex 1 is 0(1/n). Since this probability is 
the same for each of the n vertices in G, we sum to find that the probability that 
there exists a vertex from which optimal broadcasting does not occur is o(1). Cl 
4. Open problems 
We have shown that when p=K(log n)2/n (for suitable K) almost all graphs are 
broadcast optimal. For slightly smaller p, namely p= co, log n/n, one has that 
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almost all graphs are near broadcast optimal. What happens for even smaller values 
ofp? 
When p = c log n/n for constant c< 1, almost all graphs are not connected. When 
CI l/log 2 one can show that the minimum degree of the random graph is less than 
lg n and therefore, if n is a power of 2, optimal broadcast is impossible. However, 
we believe our results can be improved as follows: 
Conjecture 1. If p=c log n/n with constant c> 1, then almost all graphs are near 
broadcast optimal, i.e., b(G) - lg n. 
Conjecture 2. If p = w,, log n/n, then almost all graphs are broadcast optimal, i.e., 
b(G) = rig nl. 
There is no obvious obstruction to near-optimal broadcast since the random 
graph has evolved passed the connectivity threshold. 
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